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MDY for Month Day Year, today’s date,
materialising our relationship to time and space.

•

Prefaced by the Italian philosopher Emanuele Coccia,
this first issue of MDY questions
our relation to « Phantasm ».

TRANSVERSAL

In between a book and a magazine, this 272-page publication,
with no classical advertising, questions the notion of expiration and
iterates around new creative communication systems.

•

MDY is a printed step of engaged creative reflection, and not an immutable end.MDY is a
laboratory, a portal between paper and digital, offering a virtual, augmented and
forever augmentable experience through a smartphone application.
You will be notified of new available explorations and
possibilities as they come out.

PHANTASM

MDY is a publication, a transversal media questioning innovation through
fashion, philosophy, design, culture, art and technology.
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MDY questions fashion,
its diversification, its inclusivity:
Meeting young designers, learning about their vision,
Kevin Germanier, specialised in upcycling couture,
and the founders of Botter, Lisi Herrebrugh and Rushemy Botter.
Through portraits of personalities with atypical journeys:
Jenke Ahmed Tailly, styliste and hyperactive creative,
or Benoît Guinot, founder of model agency The Claw.

PHANTASM

		

•

		

MDY interrogates the notion of Phantasm
through three long fashion series under
Pierre P. Marchal creative direction:
Aqualis Fabulas, a contemporary interpretation of antic myths through the eyes
of the duo Kapturing and stylist Juan Camillo Rodriguez.
Comme Tout Le Monde, a reportage of Fiona Torre following the daily
life of Lisa Boostani, surreal heroin evolving in the Lisbon bay.
And Safari 3D, a poetico-technologic experimentation in
between 3D scans of model Rouguy Faye, styled by Lauren Kennedy Malpas
and urban reality by Axel Morin, wrapped up in a video game engine.
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MDY invites intellectuals and philosophers to
question the notion of Phantasm:
		
Italian philosopher, Emanuele Coccia carries out the preface and closing manifesto of MDY.
Through the prism of his relationship to nature, he observes and analyses the interconnection
between nature and fashion, from both a superficial and structural point of view. According to him,
fashion has an important role to play in the evolution of our relationship to the living.
		
Professor of Philosophy at French Business School ESSEC, Xavier Pavie works on the
concept of responsible innovation. Furthermore, he cares about desacralising
philosophical tools to make them accessible to everyone.
		 Philosopher Marie Schiele reactualises the work of Walter Benjamin (art philosopher and
historian born in 1892) and draws learnings from the creation or disappearance
of the notion of myths in our contemporary societies.
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MDY challenges content and form of design of objects surrounding us:
MDY features a series of dystopian design, La Dernière Fête (The Last Party),
in synthesized images: what if humans disappeared? Or when fiction becomes reality.
A series of objects, curated by Paf Atelier, take the place of humans in a nightclub.
MDY also explores the interdependence of content and form through typographic
creation in a series of interviews with Peter Bil’ak, Margot Lévèque,
Bureau Brute and Julien Priez.
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MDY seeks to investigate the contemporary problematics of “better producing”,
“better living” and wellness through society:
Noémie Balmat, founder of MDY, undertakes and supports a reflection about
the acceptance of change and reconsiderations of the system in her “collapso” edito.
Stéphanie Chayet, author of the book Phantastica, talks about psychedelic healing substances.
Pascaline Potdevin deciphers the era of dystopia in tv shows, between fantasies and reality.
Caroline Hamelle shares her epopee in Mongolia on the traces of sustainable cashmere.
Thomas Erber proposes a physiological resistance manual.
And Vincent Edin shares his worries
about hyperconsumption.
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MDY gathers reflections about our relationship to technology,
its benefits, its limits and applications; as technology is an intrinsic part
of MDY, in the content as much as in the form of the publication:
Behind every page there is - or will be - an augmented content reachable
through the dedicated app, allowing to pursue the experience.
Fabrice Starzinskas questions, through his short essay about tech-solutionism,
our dependent relationship to miracle technological solutions.
Xavier Pavie exposes and interrogates the philosophical concept of responsible innovation
and the role of the innovator in building the world of tomorrow.
			
Through Hyper Nature, we dive into the work of three media-art studios:
Fab Fungus, Entangled Others and WK Studio, who celebrate nature
through their practice and exploration of digital artistry.
Closing the publication, a poem generated by the collaboration between an
algorithm and the collective aurèce vettier, allows to appreciate
the interaction between Human and machine.
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Considering art as a transversal value, MDY diffuses this exploration
throughout the book under the curation of Pierre P. Marchal.
		The cover and cover pages, commissioned by the British artist Gill Button, reinterpret on oil
paintings one of the founding metaphors of the human fantasy, the tale of Icarus.

•

Thanks to a principle of parallel exhibition, eight contemporary artists
(using diferent medium such as paining, photography, 3D, drawing and
video…) express complementary artistic visions to the written articles:
James Tolich proposes esthetising portraits of daily objects to accompany the article of
Marie Schiele on the creation and disappearance of myths.
		
Christina Zimpel creates a series of paintings to interact with the article of Xavier Pavie.
Laurent Tacco represents the notion of infinitely small through a microscopical
studies of semi-precious stones celebrating abstraction and complexity of nature.
		
Robin Plus offers a reflection around gender, temporality and geography (from his
series of images All Eyes On Us) illustrating Emanuele Coccia’s manifesto.
			
3D compositions of Jack Rusher highlight the reflection of
Fabrice Starzinskas around anti-tech solutionism.
Clovis Le Feu symbolically and figuratively reacts to the notion of collapse
explore in the edito-collapso of Noémie Balmat.
Axel Morin, thanks the technology of his smartphone, captures a series of
videos reflecting urban poetry to go with the interview of Xavier Pavie.
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This object is part of the research and development laboratory of
the Month Day Year group, interdisciplinary and independant collective
aiming at influencing the inside of creative and cultural industries,
to inspire change beyond.

•

The technological pole is directed and developed by Fabrice Starzinskas,
creative technologist operating between media art, creative production and teaching.
He places the process and interdependencies at the heart of his
research of resilient approaches of creativity.

PHANTASM

The creative direction is assured by Pierre P. Marchal, instigator of @jppm.fr,
the Instagram never ending moodboard, and founder of JPPM, a studio of
artistic direction and curation developing print and digital solutions
in the universes of fashion and art.

•

The editorial pole is co-directed by Noémie Balmat, conscious speaker,
consultant in the luxury and fashion industries, and founder of Month Day Year,
and Caroline Hamelle, independent journalist and author,
specialised in topics related to the fashion industry.

YEAR

MDY, the Mag/Book, expresses itself between
an editorial, technological and creative pole.
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from left to right, 4th row : Robin Plus, Aurélia Liansberg, Majan Dutertre, Maud Gabrielson, Anis Gandoura, James Tolich, Simon Geringer, Jack Rusher and Yumiko Hikage.
3rd row: Paul Schaedelin, Pascaline Potdevin, Andre Cueto Saavedra, Florian Hildebrandt, Clovis Le Feu, Laurent Tacco, Dr. Marie Schiele, Juan Camilo Rodriguez, Prof. Xavier Pavie and Mehdi Bizien.
2nd row: Christina Zimpel, Monique Marchal, Emanuele Coccia, Manon Beyer, Paul Mouginot, Axel Morin, Sebastian Prince, Augustin Vermot, Lisa Boostani, Christopher Dessus and Vincent Edin.
1st row: Finn & Thomas Erber, Fiona Torre, Noémie Balmat & Dewey, Pierre P. Marchal, Gill Button, Lauren Kennedy Malpas, Fabrice Starzinskas, Caroline Hamelle & Comète.
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Public price: 35 €
Format: 94,5 x 130 inches
Pages: 272 pages
Co-edition: Month Day Year & JPPM
Distribution: international
online and specialised bookstores
Languages: french an english translation
First edition: 1000 copies
Bi-annual : February and September
First publication: February 2021
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ABOUT
Initiated by Noémie Balmat, in a beta version published early 2019, under the
name of Futur404, this hybrid project becomes Month Day Year in 2021.
available on
www.monthdayyear.xyz

hight def assets
ABOUT

contact : press@monthdayyear.xyz
instagram : @MonthDayYear.xyz
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